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HIGHLIGHTS

ABSTRACT

 The maximum von- Mises stress and the
deformation of elevator frame be
acceptable.
 The maximum deformation of car base
plate be acceptable, which less than h/5
that satisfy the design boundary condition
of ω<h/5.
 The maximum stress and deformation that
occur on the plate and frame of elevator
present save design as compared with the
mechanical properties of the materials’
selection.

In this work, the structure of the linear elevator prototype had been investigated
numerically using finite element method. The linear motor structure parameters
analyzed using Maxwell ANSYS. The time-stepping method depending on
Maxwell equations be applied for analyzing and optimizing the magnetic and
force characteristics. While the elevator structure parameters were analyzed
using ANSYS workbench based on the principle of virtual work. The frame
considered as clamped- clamped beam, and the base of the car considered as
thin plate with small deflection. The analysis done with maximum applied load
of 360 N at 1.5 safety factor. The results show the distribution of the magnetic
lines, the flux density values plus the leakage flux inside the slots. The
maximum Von-Mises stress and the deformations of the frame and plate at
maximum load are acceptable and present save design. In which the maximum
deflection of the thin plate not exceed (thickness/5) at maximum design load.
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1. Introduction
An elevator is a mechatronic system used to move passengers and goods safely, swiftly, and comfortably in buildings [1].
The elevator is also essentially a platform that is pushed up by a mechanical means and consists of a car mounted on a platform
within an enclosed space called a Hostway. It is very difficult to predict the passengers' location entered into the elevator car
and their distributions in regular operation. Loads imposed on the members of the car sling are more complicated than other
elevator equipment because there is a different kind of loads that go to the car frame. The elevator car frame is an essential
component as safety conditions must be taken into account. On this basis, several researchers focused on this aspect:
Janovsky [2] discussed the stress-determining methods in individual frame parts of the car. Solmazog Lu and Akısın [3]
showed a comparison between the traditional calculation results of the freight elevator and the collected findings when the
elevator is exposed to an individual-side operation of the safety gear. Onur and Imrak [4] had suggested the construction of
frame-shaped steel for stress analysis and performed calculations for displacement and stress, taking into account the
distribution of load on the car platform. Bablikc et al. [5] used the finite element method (FEM) and the traditional method for
investigating the suspension of the car frame system behavior. A dynamic model was developed by Feng et al. [6] according to
the theory of solid body dynamics of the elevator car in 3-dimensions. They introduced the modeling and the power control for
a high-speed elevator under horizontal vibrations. The FEM is one of the most accepted and widely used tools for the solution
and optimization of linear and nonlinear partial differential equations. Mohammed et al. [7] applied MAXWELL ANSYS
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software based on the electromagnetic field FEA method to optimally design a Permanent magnet linear synchronous motor
(PMLSM) and analyze its dynamic characteristics and parameters.
Raghda'a, Farag and Jamal [8], A Maxwell ANSYS simulation was performed to study and enhance the dynamic
characteristics and performance of the model. The results of the improved model design showed that the maximum value of the
force ripple is reduced by about 81.13% as compared with the primary model at a smaller ripple coefficient of 0.22%. Saba,
Jamal and Farag [9], investigate the Linear Elevator with High Riding Quality Based on S-Curve Profile. The results show
that using the driver leads to reduce the jerk by about 88% compared to that without using the driver. The motor designed by
researchers [7] has been combined in a linear elevator for the present work. A numerical analysis using FEM was done using
Maxwell ANSYS to analyze the motor PMLSM structure parameters. While the elevator structure parameters (car and frame)
were analyzed using ANSYS workbench based on the principle of virtual work.
The main objective of this study is to investigate the structural behavior of the linear elevator driven by PMLSM using
FEM with the help of ANSYS software.

2. Linear Synchronous Motor
The three-phase single-sided flat-type of permanent magnet linear motors PMLSM designed by [7] with slotted core and
surface shown in Figure 1 is employed to drive the cabin in the elevator model. The motor core is consisting of 13 openings, 13
teeth, and 12 openings filled with a single layer of three-phase coil winding concentrated into a laminated 1010 steel solid core.
Each motor phase has four slots. These magnetic cores were made from thin films to reduce eddy currents flowing through
them. The proposed motor has a three-phase and ten-pole which means that the number of translator slots per electrode per
phase is 0.4. The wrapping pattern is the two-layer winding of concentrated type and the winding stretch is a partial notch.
The analysis of motor structure parameters was performed using the commercial finite element package based on Maxwell
ANSYS depending on Maxwell equations that ignored end windings due to using 2D model [8]. The solution was divided into
two stages, load and no-load transient magnetic solution, to analyze and optimize the magnetic and force characteristics of the
linear motors LM for solving the nonlinear transient magnetic problem. A Time-stepping method depending on Maxwell
equations was applied. The calculated values of motor input voltage are 45V (at load) and frequency of 17.36Hz, whereas the
solution would be divided into 36 steps with 1.6 ms time period at 10-4 nonlinear residual using the integration method with
backward Euler time. Appropriate meshing is essential to get an accurate solution of the model [10]. The present model has
1200 PLANE121 mesh-elements which is a 2-D, 6-node, charge-based electric element as shown in Figure 2. The easiest
method to obtain a high air gap mesh density, relatively suitable mesh of the model is by choosing the free triangular option in
the mesh settings. This, however, requires some adjustments to get a converging solution. Some areas require a more accurate
mesh than others [11,12]. The mesh generation of the original motor is shown in Figure 3. Three regions of meshing, each
contains 1200 triangular element shape with 5.76mm maximum element length.

Figure 1: The PM linear synchronous motor prototype [7]

Figure 2: PLANE121 element type
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Figure 3: Mesh of one region

3. Analysis of Elevator Structure
The primary concept of the FEM is to estimate the cabin elevator structure, connect elements through finite nodes.
According to the virtual work principle, they can be solved by deformation coordination conditions [13, 14].
𝑉𝑖𝑟𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑘 𝑜𝑓 𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝐹𝑜𝑟𝑐𝑒 = 𝑇 𝑒 = {𝛿}𝑒 {𝐹}𝑒
𝑣𝑖𝑟𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑘 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑠s = ∫{𝜖}𝑇 {𝜎}𝑑Ω
According to the default work principle, {𝛿}𝑒 {𝐹}𝑒 = ∫{𝜖}𝑇 {𝜎}𝑑Ω

(1)
(2)
(3)

By typing the expression of stress and strain in virtual displacement, the stiffness matrix of the element may be obtained.
Then the equilibrium equation expressed as follows:
{𝐹} = [𝐾 ]{𝑢}

(4)

Each node displacement in the system, the strain and the stress of the corresponding node may be given.
The main elevator structure parameters are consisting of car and frame as shown in Figure (4). The main part of the frame
is the four beams, so the load is distributed on them and the analysis will be considered on one. The maximum load on each
column or beam takes when the elevator car reaches the highest point, in which the structure subject to the maximum bending
moment and buckling. In this work, the proposed elevator frame dimensions are shown in Figure 4. The frame material
selected is an iron of 7874 Kg/m3 density, 0.29 Poisson's Ratio, and 204 GPa Young's Modulus.
Since the elevator cabin frame is considered an essential element of elevator safety. But it is very difficult to estimate the
location of the travelers who entered the elevator cabin in addition to their distribution in normal operating conditions. Loads
imposed on elevator cabin sling members are more complicated than other elevator equipment because different types of load
are embedded within the car frame. The base of the car be considered as a flat plate with small deflection in which /ℎ > 5
𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝜔 < ℎ/5, where b and h are the plate width and thickness respectively while 𝜔 is the plate deflection. The elevator car
material is PVC have Poisson's Ratio 0.38 and Young's Modulus of 2.758 MPa.
In meshing steps, the geometry is divided into small size volume element. Meshing has accomplished with (SOLID186)
elements types which they are higher order 3-D solid element having three degrees of freedom per node: translations in the
nodal x, y, and z directions shown in Figure 5. Using three dimensions ANSYS software package which consisted of four main
steps [15] that:
1. Creating the physical environment:
 Specify elements type and option.
 Define the elements coordinate system.
 Define elements real constant.
 Specify material properties.
2. Building and mesh the model and assigning physics attributes to each region within the model.
3. Applying boundary conditions and loads.
4. Run solution
There are 938 elements with 6636 nodes for the frame and 660 elements and 609 nodes for the plate, as shown in Figure 6,
it solved with finite element method in the solver step, to achieve better accuracy in the solution
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car

(a)

(b)
Figure 4: The overall structure of the linear elevator

Figure 5: SOLID186 Elements types

(a)

(b)
Figure 6: Finite element for (a) Frame (b) Plate

4. Implementations and Discussion
The analysis of motor structure parameters was performed using the commercial finite element package based on Maxwell
ANSYS depending on Maxwell equations. The results on the no-load case, considering the axial symmetry of the PMLSM, the
designed motor was simplified to a 2D axial symmetry model in Cartesian coordinates ignoring core losses. Irregular
distribution of the current density in the conductor was considered. It is known for magnetic components, that the thrust force
is heavily affected by magnetic flux density. Finite Element Analysis FEA is a numerical effective tool may be used in this
paper to estimate the electromagnetic field density distribution based on geometry and material of machine using Maxwell
ANSYS 15.0.0. Figure 7 shows the flux density distribution for the optimum design at the translator iron core, stationary back
iron, and the permanent magnets at no load case. The concentration of the flux density in the teeth of the core and the leakage
flux inside the slots are clearly noticed. It can be noticed that the magnetic flux is moving in transverse direction with
uniformly distribution, which create a better output thrust force with minimum undesired ripple force.
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In the frame structures analysis considering the frame as a clamped- clamped structure subjected to different loads
depending upon the weight of the persons in the cabin and the location of the cabin. Supported fixed parts have been analyzed
using 3D finite element analysis with the aid of ANSYS Workbench. There are many trails to reach the optimal design of
proposed elevator frame and car. The elevator operates with maximum load of 240 N at 1.5 safety factor. So, in numerical
analysis 360 N applied load be considered in which act at the center of the base plate.
Figure 8 presents the von-Mises stress distribution on the frame subjected to the maximum load when the car reaches the
maximum height. The maximum Von-Mises stress value is 2.3006MPa at the lower point of the frame. The maximum
deformation of frame occurs at the highest point with 0.075522 mm as shown in Figure 9. The maximum von- Mises stress and
deformation of frame indicate the frame design be save at maximum load applied.
Figure 10 shows the distribution of the von-Mises stress on the base plate of the elevator car, the maximum Von-Mises
stress is 2.93 MPa, while the maximum deformation of the plate is 0.4934 mm in which occurs in mid of the plate as shown in
Figure 11. As the plate thickness is 4 mm, so the maximum deformation of plate be acceptable in which less than ℎ/5 that
satisfy the design boundary condition of < ℎ/5 .
The maximum stress and deformation that occur on the plate and frame as compared with the mechanical properties of the
materials’ selection show a safe elevator structure design with good safety factor.

Figure 7: Magnetic field density

Figure 8: Von-Mises stress distribution.

Figure 9: Deformation distribution.
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Figure 10: Von-Mises stress distribution on plate

Figure 11: Deformation of plate

5. Conclusions
The finite element method by Maxwell ANSYS was used to analyze the motor structure parameters and ANSYS
workbench based on the principle of virtual work to analyzed the elevator structure parameters. The frame be considered as a
clamped-clamped beam while the car plate be considered as a thin flat plate with small deflection. The analysis done with
maximum applied load of 360 N. The following conclusions can be presented:
The numerical analysis using Maxwell ANSYS shows the flux density distribution for the optimum design
at the translator iron core, stationary back iron, and the permanent magnets at no load case. The magnetic
flux is moving in transverse direction with uniformly distribution, which create a better output thrust force
with minimum undesired ripple force.
The maximum von- Mises stress and the deformation of elevator frame be acceptable.
The maximum deformation of car base plate be acceptable, which less than ℎ/5 that satisfy the design
boundary condition of 𝜔 < ℎ/5.
The maximum stress and deformation that occur on the plate and frame of elevator present save design as
compared with the mechanical properties of the materials’ selection.
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